Go up the wall with Hanging Gardens

We specialise in the design and installation of green walls and green facades for commercial and residential properties and public spaces. Vertical gardens are used as focal points, screens and living skins in buildings, homes and public spaces to beautify and green up urban areas.
Our unique **Pockets Gardens** are light weight, soil based garden pockets with eyelets for easy attachment to existing exterior surfaces. Pocket Gardens are ideal for exterior application onto fences, wooden cladding, structures and retaining walls.

The Pocket Garden has four components:-
- 3 Pocket Hanging Gardens – an outer garden pocket
- Botanical felt pockets – our unique removable felt pockets
- Plants in soil in the felt pockets
- Eyelets for securing to the vertical surface

The modular nature of this system allows for the creation of gardens of any dimensions. Each Horizontal garden is 900 mm wide and 400 mm high. When layered, these are overlapped both vertically and horizontally by approximately 100 mm to 150 mm.

Vertical Gardens are ideal for narrow spaces. Each Vertical garden is 300 mm wide and 1006 mm high. When layered, these can be overlapped both vertically and horizontally by approximately 100 mm to 150 mm to fit the required dimensions.

To find out more about Hanging Gardens or to arrange a consultation contact Hanging Gardens at:

Phone: +64 9 534 4158
Email: info@hanginggardens.co.nz
www.hanginggardens.co.nz
Pocket Gardens are ideal for exterior application onto fences, wooden cladding, structures and retaining walls. They are suitable for a wide range of plants, including NZ natives. Pocket gardens are idea for residential space saving and for growing edible plants.

Pocket Gardens are quick and easy to install using stainless steel or galvanised hex coach screws. The outer fabric is UV resistant and is guaranteed for 15 years in harsh sunlight. Irrigation can be provided. For interior application, a waterproofed wall is required.

Plants can be locally supplied or Hanging Gardens can provide suitable plants for the site environment. The plants are planted into the unique, removable felt pocket in soil. The plants, in their felt pockets, are placed into the outer Hanging Garden pockets.

The benefits of this system are:-
- Low cost system
- Quick and easy installation
- Easy maintenance
- Space saving for residential areas
- Sustainable, natural habitats
- Water management benefits
Hanging Gardens is considered to be at the forefront of vertical garden and green technology innovation. Our gardens are designed to be long-lasting, sustainable and highly resilient to seasonal climate changes. Throughout the process, our professional, friendly team will provide you with a truly personalised service.

We work alongside our clients to design and customise each Hanging Garden to make the best of the site features. We can assist with all aspects of the design of gardens to beautify residential developments, homes and buildings to improve the urban environment.

We offer an end-to-end service including garden design, plant selection and sourcing, manufacture, installation and maintenance. Project management expertise acquired over many years means we are well equipped and focused to deliver on budget and with no surprises.

Subject to design, height, irrigation and plant requirements, the indicative costs of the Pocket Gardens are:-

• Supply only: $100/sq m
• Fully installed and planted: $300 - $500 /sq m